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61. A New Plastic Treatment of Rayon with Cation-active-Surface-Reagents and the Joint Colloidal Plastics. (II)
On the High Tenacity Rayon Yarn.

Narao Saito.

Considering from the trend of the world, the importance of rayon and its staples as used for tire cords and blends, the author tried to apply the plastic treatment upon a high tenacity rayon yarn with the view to improve their properties after the method which he had found successful with ordinary rayon yarn.

The main characteristic of this method consists in that the thermoplastic—well as thermosetting—plastics were applied together with some cation-active-surface-reagents under such a condition as to make the former set on the outer portion (skin layer) of the fiber, and the latter in the inner part (core) of it respectively. Thus the relative relation in the state of configuration in the microstructure of the fiber is reversed as compared with that of viscose rayon in general, and thereby contributing to a greater improvement in its properties.

The high tenacity rayon tow of about 1230 denier was first subjected to the treatment and after being twisted to 0—700/M the specimens were tested by Schopper testing machine for strength and elongation.

It has been found so far that (1) the urea-formaldehyde resin showed to give somewhat lower breaking strength, especially under higher twist, than the untreated sample under same twist, while (2) with vinyl resin the elongation was much enhanced, hence stronger under middle twist, and (3) the combined resin of urea-formaldehyde, vinyl and melamine showed to impart a larger strength under low and higher twist in dry condition, and a maximum under 250/M in wet condition; being the highest of the 4 kinds with higher knot strength and elongation.

It is now being studied how the wet strength of the tow could further be enhanced which would also show an improved dry strength in parallel with other useful properties.

62. Studies on Application of Ketone Resins. (VI)
Application of Acetone Formalin Resin as Adhesives. (5).

Yasuaki Kozai.

In the present work, adhesive conditions—especially from a practical point of view—which were obtained by the methods similar to those described in the